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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Why this Plan?

St Georges Basin Country Club has been operating as a
club in one form or another from its current site at Sanctuary Point for just over 50 years. During this time there
have been many building alterations and additions with
the last major expansion occurring in 2005, involving the
construction of a 500 seat auditorium.
Membership of the Club has expanded rapidly and today
its 12,500 or so members enjoy a diverse range of facilities and services. The Club has been built using substantial borrowings which have now been fully paid off due
to excellent trading results over recent years.

1965

As a minimum the Club House building is in need of refurbishment and the Club experience could benefit from an
injection of “modernisation”
The local area is undergoing considerable change, all
pointing in the direction of future growth and new or
emerging markets and needs.
The time is now right to take stock, to plan for the future
and to make sure any new investment in the business is
done wisely. SGBCC is about to amalgamate with the Vincentia Golf Club and the next three (3) years will be vital
to the success of this new venture.
This document therefore identifies the immediate aspirations of the Members and Board of SGBCC over the next
five (5) years and outlines some potentials beyond that
period.

1997

Business managers are often so preoccupied with immediate issues that they lose sight of their ultimate objectives. That's why the preparation of a “Strategic Plan” is a
virtual necessity. It is often said that while such a plan
may not be a recipe for success, without it a business is
much more likely to fail.
A sound plan :






Serves as a framework for decisions or for securing support/approval.
Provides a basis for more detailed planning.
Explains the business to others in order to inform,
motivate & involve.
Assists benchmarking & performance monitoring.
Stimulates change and becomes a building block
for the next plan.
2012
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1.2 Vision

1.5 Steps in the Process

The current Club Vision is to be:
The following process was adopted:

“The No1 Sports and Entertainment Venue in the
Shoalhaven”

“Directors Workshops “using SWOT analysis
The new Vision is to be :

“The Premier Club on the South Coast”

1.3 Our Mission


To be a profitable business and return those profits to our members in the form of appropriate
facilities and services.



To be a community leader and in particular to engage meaningfully with the local community in its
sporting and social endeavours



To constantly strive to provide a high standard of
affordable facilities and services for our members
in a manner which is financially responsible and
viable for the business.



To grow the business and cater for changing needs
and circumstances by being flexible and aware

1.4 Our Corporate Objectives



To provide a quality and safe environment for our
members and patrons to socialise and to engender
a safe and progressive working environment for all
staff



To at all times respect the RSA principles and responsibilities involved in the service of alcohol
and the provision of gaming facilities



To adhere to high standards of respect for peoples
privacy



To grow the business in a way that responds to
community needs and in a timely manner



To provide better and other facilities as the need
arises



To guard against competitors and complacency



Seek membership Input to confirm or otherwise
the Boards conclusions regarding existing and
future facilities and services



Compile a list of any new or improved facilities
and services considered necessary - “The Wish
List”



Identification of constraints , opportunities & initial concepts for implementing the “Wish List”.



Engage consultants to establish floor space budgets , concept designs , indicative costs and financial modelling for any significant major new projects



Prepare suitable “ Master Plans and /or “Action
Plans” to implement Board decisions.
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2.0 The SWOT Analysis




Possible acquisition of land adjoining the club
Population growth and changing demographics
e.g. young families by proportion growing
Higher disposable income base
Upgraded local facilities and services
Diversification of business structure and sectors





Strengths

Large market share and minimal competition

Economies of scale

Broad market appeal across most age groups

A dominant community focus

Extensive range of facilities and services.

Good management

Staff resources and availability of labour

Strong financial position

Local “free transport”

Loyal patronage
Weaknesses

Facilities, services and infrastructure becoming
dated

Club location is not highly visible or particularly
well known to the
outside community and tourist market. possible
image of being “back door” to the area.

Tourist and “prestige market” dominated by Huskisson and Vincentia which are the “front door” to
the area

Future debt servicing

Collective clear vision

Agility/speed to meet customer needs

Business sectors sometimes significantly affected
by weather

Facilities although modern and large have key
weaknesses

Data procurement i.e. research, surveys and
demographics

Communication e.g. interaction by internet
Opportunities

Options for building expansion/renovation exist

The potential of amalgamation with Vincentia
Golf Club may offer further business opportunities
and potential to address business visibility and
image e.g. signage and branding.

Threats

Unknown new competitors

Economic volatility

The future of poker machine gaming and alcohol
as a prime income source

Diminution of profits through loss of market appeal for current or projected facilities .e.g. large
aging sector with changing social needs and less
disposable income. And young families with less
time and different social needs.

Decline of asset value due to not keeping ahead of
the market and reinvesting in the future

Smoking laws

Government Taxation

3.0 Member Survey

A member survey was conducted during October 2016
with 250 individual submissions being received. The key
outcomes were:









The current bistro is poor, the previous Chinese restaurant was better.
Club furniture needs updating.
Family facilities and kids room needed.
On site tourist accommodation required.
Promotions and entertainment issues.
Poor patron behaviour e.g. swearing in the
club.
Front desk and security personnel not performing satisfactorily.
Air-conditioning issues.
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4.0 “The Wish List”
Common themes about the physical assets:
















Resolve main lounge conflicts of use and space
through either internal clubhouse redesign and/or
new extensions.
New air-conditioning system, emergency generator, solar power and other viable green initiatives
Better food facilities and replace “Fisho’s Hut”
Dedicated sports bar facility needed
New coffee & sandwich shop needed
Quiet lounge areas needed
Auditorium Upgrade required
Resort standard golf course should be a goal
Future indoor bowls facility should be a goal
Supporting tourist accommodation (e.g. Motel) is
needed
External signage and Club entry are poor
Adjoining land for expansion is needed
Kids Play Area and family facilities are needed
Bowls Shed is an eye sore and bvloocks views

Human Resources
















The Terrace is a good standard facility and a club
feature. Its use in winter is limited and this perhaps puts pressure on the main lounge space.



The Golf Course. This is already at a good standard
for its type. There is considerable new work being
undertaken and more is planned.
The Bowling Greens. We have a relatively new and
capable green keeper. The three (3) greens are
progressing well and the quality of the bowlers
and numbers participating is improving.
Communication. Considerable effort is made locally to communicate to all members about the
day to day activities of the Club and special
events. Radio is used to reach a slightly wider audience. The methods used may be a little dated.
However, the amalgamation with VGC could provide a new focus for a systems review.
Image and Presentation. Again the amalgamation
provides an opportunity to review the Club branding , which could include the trading name, graphics and profile to be promoted.

A qualified Club Architect required to provide advice and designs

We should control all the Food services with employed maître d’, catering manager or similar
A full time “Promotions and Entertainment Officer
“ or equivalent is required and they should also be

responsible for our web site and mass communication needs

Review of Facilities












There is a common theme that the existing main
lounge space is insufficient for all the current uses
which at peak times coincide.
The main lounge space has the best amenity of all
the main public areas because of its views and
openness. Views from the Club are a commonly
expressed aspiration.
Function Room 1 is an underused but essential
space . It has acceptable amenity but not very appealing for general public use e.g. Weddings. It has
good facilities such as a bar and separate kitchen.
Function Room 2 is a less desirable space for functions. It is wedged between other uses , lacks
character and presence and has poor light and
outlook.
The auditorium is an important space and facility.
It is one of the best venues in the region and sets
us apart form many other clubs. It needs upgrading and maintenance.
The main dining room has acceptable amenity and

recent changes have styled it into a good standard
“Bistro” style space. The restaurant overflow area
has adequate amenity or at the least a distinct lack
of character.
The TAB is a very good standard facility
The bowls and golf administration areas are untidy
and uncoordinated areas
The Fishos Hut is a relic of the past. A poor standard facility but nevertheless providing an excellent service. Food and pricing at the Fishos is an
important indicator of client needs.
Main entry and arrival facilities are a good standard and work well.
The gaming area and smoking facilities perform
well . However, there is an ongoing need to upgrade and refresh this area
Courtesy Bus. An excellent service that will need
to expand with amalgamation.
Parking appears to be adequate at this time. While
more always seems to be a good thing, parking
too far away is a negative



How can this be addressed?






We need a new, expanded or rethought main
lounge. In particular, the daily sports presentations and patrons enjoying themselves from time
to time conflict with other activities and vice
versa.
We should have a well presented, up to date and
technologically advanced Sports Bar that will attract all mature age groups.
We should have a “food hall “or similar and the
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Fisho’s Hut demolished which could make space
available for a lateral building extension.
We should provide specific facilities and services
for young families.
The auditorium needs refurbishing
Review and modernise our image, overall presentation and methods of communication
Review Management needs in accordance with
Strategic outcomes being sought








5.0 Constraints and Opportunities



Constraints










There are inevitable financial limitations. The projects may have to be prioritised.
All the current SGBCC floor space is used in some
way or another. Some areas better than others.
Alternate use for any space will also require an
assessment of replacement space for that use. No
sub club should be disadvantaged.
There is limited space with direct outside views.
Not all uses can have access to it!
There is limited land next to the club house building that is not already well used, i.e. unless further
land can be acquired
Adjoining vacant land (to the east) has to date
been difficult to acquire and thought to be overpriced.
Residential land to the south and west is not
zoned for “Licensed Premises” purposes. This
must be factored into any land acquisition proposals.

Opportunities
The Existing SGBCC Club House Building


It is possible to rearrange some but not all uses
within the existing building. There is also some
limited scope for additional space over the existing squash courts

Expanding the SGBCC Building


There is limited space immediately adjoining the
existing building for some expansion. This includes:

East on the “Fishos Hut” site,

West adjoining the car park,

North towards the Bowling Greens

South of the existing restaurant.

Near the Bowls Maintenance Shed
Near the Golf Shop and cart store

There are also possibilities to expand over the
present building. This includes:

Directly over the main lounge,

Above the function rooms at the rear,

Above other parts of the building.
There are possibilities for demolition of some
buildings to be replaced by others.
There is potential to acquire additional land adjacent to the Club House. This includes:

The 10 vacant lots opposite the Shops i.e.
(Site A)

Other vacant land or property to the north
of Site A e.g. The Golf View Motel

Adjacent or nearby residential land

Note: An agreed or optimal floor space outcome could
include a number or a combination of the above.

Other Considerations



The potential for land development at VGC , and
The potential for the VGC to absorb some of our
current uses and possibly free up much needed
space e.g. function rooms
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6.0 The Plan Concepts

6.1 The SGBCC Buildings
The following concepts have been prepared and adopted
as principles only and do not imply agreement or support
by the Board of Directors for any particular outcome .
They are intended to be used as part of the briefing process of appropriate consultants and for any detailed design engagements that may be made. They are a starting The main difficulty with this option is the likelihood the
point and reflect the Boards initial conclusions reached
clubs main business areas would be highly disrupted durduring this Strategic Planning process.
ing construction and possible over shadowing of the
greens.
Importantly during the workshops it became evident to
the Board that much of the existing “Club House” floor
Option C - New Extension on the “Fisho’s Hut” Site.
space could have alternative uses that would address
This option has the advantage of removing a very poor
some of the concerns or weaknesses and much of the
building (but much liked facility) and maximising the use
existing infrastructure e.g. using the existing kitchens
of an area that can provide good views/outlook. The
could substantially reduce the cost of future works. This “Fisho's Hut” food offering can be easily replaced else“maximising existing assets to minimise costs” approach where.
has been central to development of these concepts.
Each of the concepts is discussed below:
Option A - New Floor/s over the Existing Function
Rooms
This option could provide a substantial amount of addi-

tional floor space and has the advantage of some views
being obtained to St Georges Basin, providing a better
building appearance and a front door to Island Point
Road. Its disadvantages include the inherent need to
swap around of the current use areas which have emphasis on the bowling greens for outlook and other activities
like the TAB to be more proximate or included into this
new space. There could also be substantial disruption/
loss of to the existing function rooms during construction.
This option requires further examination and if its cost
can be sustained it may have considerable merit.
Option B - New Floor/s over the Existing Main Lounge.

Option B has the advantage of making good use of views
over the bowls greens and the golf course. It would also
provide ample floor space and ready access to existing
downstairs activities particularly compared to Option A
which does not.

While the space around the Fisho's Hut site is irregular in
shape it is thought to be sufficient to provide a new
ground level sports bar and upper level lounge/function
facilities both with views . Effective linkages with the existing TAB room and bar facilities are also possible. The
upper level could also extend onto the plant room area
above the present ground floor toilets and bowls locker
rooms.
Construction could be constrained as the site is
“locked in” by existing buildings but this should be capable of resolution.
The disadvantages of this Option are the land shape ,
which will to some extent dictate design and the possible
construction difficulties. Otherwise this Option appears
to have considerable merit.
It is also likely that this location would not have a significant shadow effect on the existing greens although this
must be tested with shadow diagrams.

Option D - Extension to the West

There is land available on the garden and car parking area
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The preferred Option is “C”. This concept would provide
about a significant amount of additional ground floor
space and more depending on whether a two storey concept is followed.
This Option can provide a direct connection to the existing TAB, bars and WC facilities on this side of the building
and that should represent a cost saving.
to the western side of the building.
Again this site could offer good views/outlook but it is
remote to the TAB and bar etc and it would be costly to
replicate these facilities. It also has a limiting effect on
the land towards the golf course as it could dictate the
type of development for that land e.g. an outlook at car
parking would not be the best outcome.
Having said this the advantage of this Option is it can
provide a building link or bridge to some of the golf
course and Pro Shop land which could be developed in
the future. An example might be a two storey building
with car parking underneath at ground level.
Another consideration for this Option is whether it would
still provide an opportunity for accommodation to be
constructed near the golf course in the future. In addition, depending on the exact location and building design
over shadowing of Green No 1 could be a problem.

It would provide good outlook to the bowling greens and
distance. It could be designed to provide acceptable
space for the various Sports Club pre and after game
gatherings and it would then free up space in the existing
lounge for alternate use.
The second storey will create the need for lifts and/or
escalators the latter requires a considerable amount of
floor space. A lift only solution may be sufficient.
Another aspect of this solution that could warrant consideration is the use of the existing TAB as the room for the
Sports Clubs and to relocate the TAB into the new Sports
Bar.

The use of existing Function Room 2 area and the current
Indoor Sports area, including snooker room as a modern
concept “Eat Street” type food hall.

This option should not be eliminated as it can be an obvious alternative to Option C if for any reason its design,
approval or building constraints became insurmountable.
The Preferred Option

This proposal would provide a significant amount of
space adjacent to the existing kitchen and bistro facilities.
It would be possible to retain the existing bistro as a restaurant and create a large casual space with a variety of
food offerings e.g. Wood Fire Pizza, Fish & Chips, Milk
Bar/Hamburgers/ Kebabs, Asian Meals , “Aussie” Canteen
and Coffee Shop/Sandwiches. The amenity of this space
could be improved with a large skylight, architecture features and interior design.
The position and size would be ideal for Auditorium/
Showroom events and the mix of smaller specialised food
outlets will provide flexibility in terms of hours of business and what would be on offer at any one time.
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Reuse of the current upstairs Function Rooms as a quiet
Lounge/ Indoor Sports Hall which can also double as
Functions Rooms and new Snooker Room.
The construction of a large deck off the eastern side over
the car park to provide amenity and outlook.
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New Sports Bar

Lounge & Dance

Gaming

Existing
TAB

The Showroom
Casual Dining- “ Eat Street”

Indoor
Sports/
Snooker
The Verandah
Functions

Stage 1A:
Stage 1B:
Stage 1C:
Stage 1D:

Settle Image/Promotion & Communication Push;
Construct “Eat Street” & New Snooker & Function Room;
Undertake necessary VGC - Minor Upgrade;
SGBCC building improvements implemented for air conditioning, electrical, decor (existing interiors).

Stage 2A:
Stage 2B:

New Building Extension on Fisho’s Site or other as determined after detailed design and costs;
Other VGC Works if needed.

Stage 3:

Works and projects currently determined to be beyond the 5 Year Plan
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6.2 The Vincentia Golf Club (VGC) Amalgamation

ILGR approval in principle to proceed with the amalgamation of Vincent Golf Club was received by SGBCC in November 2016. It is envisaged that joint club operations
will effectively commence in early 2017.
From 2017-2020 only essential new works will be done at
VGC including bringing the club into line with the SGBCC
TAB and gaming systems, general maintenance and cosmetic improvements for branding etc
During 2017 a Joint Amalgamation Committee will oversee these works and assist Management to ensure the
smooth transitioning of the businesses.
For these reasons a concept plan has not been adopted
for VGC at this stage. However, general concepts are being developed by the Joint Committee and should be
finalised during the first half of 2017. A preliminary concept is shown opposite as this begins to address essential
matters such as toilet upgrades and space for gaming
machines etc. Again this is work in progress and will be
incorporated into the “Strategic Plan” when available.
The future role of the VGC as part of the SGBCC business
structure is also a matter to be addressed in this plan.
The diagram opposite illustrates the concept of the two
clubs retaining an independent profile while providing
various synergistic services and facilities. The concept of
an overall club structure with two business groups is appropriate at this stage of the amalgamation process.
As 2017 proceeds it would be prudent to begin preparation of a “Master Plan “ for the Vincentia property, including the golf course. This work will establish any realistic land development potentials of the property and if
found to exist, to any significant extent, the financial
benefits that might accrue could be directed to other
aspects of the “Strategic Plan” e.g. Stages 2 &3.
Amalgamation is seen to be a relatively low cost/low risk
project but it presents new and exciting prospects to
grow the Club business and capture new markets. However, without proper and sustained attention it could
have a negative impact on Club finances over the 20172020 period. Shrewd business planning and prudent investment is required.
The amalgamation provides an opportunity to expand
and reinvigorate our Club experience and to implement
new branding opportunities that might enhance our community presence and visibility.
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6.3 St Georges Basin Golf Course
There is the potential to develop the existing golf course
into a “resort style golf facility “ and this could become a
major attraction for visitors and new members.
While an upgraded golf course would be a significant
draw card in itself the opportunity to construct tourist
accommodation as part of the Clubs future business
structure would also be enhanced.
The October 2016 Toohey’s Legends of Golf Pro Am was
an outstanding success and demonstrated that the
course is reaching a good standard. It is planned to continue the Pro Am in the years ahead but on a bigger scale.
This will be an important touchstone for promotion of
the Club in the wider and local context.
It will be important to prepare a “SGB Golf Course Master
Plan” to ensure our ongoing investment in course maintenance, improvements and associated facilities is sustainable and well directed. The master plan will also assist with allocating sites for accommodation, parking and
other related facilities such as a new Pro Shop and cart
store.
6.4 Site A - Vacant land (10 lots) on Paradise Beach Road
The opportunity to purchase this land is not certain due
to vendor issues and potential cost. However, its adjacency to the Club presents an obvious direction to look
for future expansion needs.

6.5 Site B - Other properties along Paradise Beach Road
The Club owns a vacant block of land behind the tennis
courts and occasionally properties in the area north of
“Site A” come on the market.
These properties all have potential for inclusion in the
Clubs future whether it be for tourist accommodation or
other businesses and could be progressively acquired.
This area should be closely monitored as the land has both
direct golf course frontage and ready access to the Sanctuary Point Shops. With some imaginative golf course redesign additional land could also be incorporated into any
proposals. Indeed, if it is not feasible to find land elsewhere on the golf course for accommodation purposes this
area could become the best site for future golf course tourist accommodation.
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6.4 The SGBCC Precinct Master Plan

A Staging Plan has been included (p11) which indicates
that Stages 1&2 will be the main focus for the initial or
five (5) year planning period. These works mainly involve
essential changes to the SGBCC club house building and
the Vincentia Golf Club building.
Beyond the initial period preliminary concept planning
work has been done to identify how both sites might develop in the longer term, say within ten (10) years from
now. This is not to say however, that for reasons not
known today, some of the works might be brought forward or staging altered.
Below is the concept “Precinct Master Plan” for the St
Georges Basin Country Club. Its main elements are depicted on the key below the drawing and explained in a
little more detail as follows-

lounge or function rooms would still exist. i.e. if these
became viable and necessary.
Numbers 4 –9 principally refer to the area around the existing bowls maintenance shed. The concept is to build a
new Golf Pro Shop, cart store and Fisho’s BBQ in this
area and by repositioning the golf hole No 1 tee and hole
No 9 green, land can become available for additional car
parking and a possible tourist accommodation development (villas perhaps) In addition, the concept of an indoor
bowls facility is shown for exiting lower green No 3.
It is also worth noting that in Stage1 and 2 it may be necessary to find alternate space for the existing bowls locker
rooms and /or the golf and bowls administration rooms. If
so, these could also be relocated to this area.

Item 10 is the vacant 10 lots that adjoin the club house
and which to date have not become available for purchase.
Ultimately, and unless substantial new land can be acThe concept shows possible expansion into this area. Item
quired next to the existing club house the precinct is likely 11 is the Clubs vacant parcel of land, behind the tennis
to be developed as some form of campus, or complex of
courts. This land has potential for development of accomlow rise (generally no more than 2 storey) buildings.
modation or other businesses and could become part of a
Taller buildings may be possible in the future but the cur- much larger acquisition programme progressing to the
rent planning environment would not encourage it.
north.
As a previously outlined the existing club house can be
This precinct master plan will change over time as more
improved internally (1 & 2) and extended laterally (3) . In certainty develops around each site and detailed design
addition, other options such as extending over the main
progresses.
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7.0 Key Strategies

The following key strategies are intended to address the
identified SWOT weaknesses










Adopt a minimum “5 Year Strategic Plan “ and if
possible look beyond that period.
Amalgamate with Vincentia Golf Club to enhance
potential growth
Identify new business opportunities that can expand on our already diverse services and facilities.
Constantly strive to identify client needs and business shortcomings. Undertake research and member/community consultation when needed .
Undertake regular periodic performance reviews,
revise and update the business structure and Strategic Plan as necessary
Consider new product and business branding opportunities
Undertake new building upgrades and expansion
projects in line with the adopted Strategic Plan
Prepare “MASTER PLANS” and “ACTION PLANS”
that build upon and provide more detail for the
overall “Strategic Plan” these should include as a
minimum:

Master Plans for 
St Georges Basin CC - Club Buildings

St Georges Basin Golf Course

Vincentia Golf Club—Club House

Vincentia Golf Course

Action Plans for:

Management and Finance

Image and Promotion

Research, Information Technology & Communication .
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8.0 Key Actions

Item

Strategy

Actions

1

Address identified member and Board concerns.

Adopt Draft Strategic Plan.
Prepare Action Plan No 1- Management and
Finance

2

Assess opportunities from the Vincentia amalgamation to
address current weaknesses

Future Workshop/s and/or Amalgamation
Committee Recommendations for input into
Draft Strategic Plan

3

Engage with members on needs and attitudes and aspirations

Ongoing surveys and communication to build
on Strategic plan outcomes.

4

Address the Club location and profile, visibility and brand
etc.

Partially address through Vincentia opportunities, signage and review of Club branding. Review use of newspapers, radio and club promotions techniques generally.
Prepare Action Plan No 2- Image and Promotion

5

Tourist and “prestige market” dominated by Huskisson
and Vincentia which are the “front door” to the area

Use Vincentia GC as a new “front door” or
gateway to the parent club. See 4 above.

6

Data procurement i.e. research, surveys and demographics
Communication e.g. better interaction by internet

Prepare Action Plan No3 - Research, Information Technology & Communication .

7

Collective clear vision
Agility/speed to meet customer needs

Use the Strategic Plan as a focus and update
as needed

8

Future debt servicing

See Action Plan No 1– Management and Finance

9

Unknown new competitors

Vigilance and agenda item when needed

10

Economic volatility

Vigilance and agenda item when needed

11

The future of

poker machine gaming and alcohol as a prime income source

Smoking laws

Government Taxation

Vigilance and agenda item when needed

12

Diminution of profits through loss of market appeal for
current or projected facilities .e.g. large aging sector with
changing social needs and less disposable income. And
young families with less time and different social needs.
Decline of asset value due to not keeping ahead of the
market and reinvesting in the future

Adopt final “Strategic Plan” after consideration of consultant reports, architects designs
and costing.

13

Implementation

Prepare further Master Plans or Action Plans
as required.
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8.0 Summary
This Strategic Plan has been prepared to assist the St
Georges Basin Country Club to plan for future development and expansion of its facilities at both Sanctuary
Point and Vincentia, NSW.
It represents the outcome of a number of workshops
with the Board members and Senior Management and
also the opinions of members who answered the member survey in October 2016.
A number of design and planning concepts have been
prepared to illustrate the principles that the Board are
keen to pursue in the next phase of the process. Which is
to engage professional design and construction advisors.
The concepts may change over time particularly after
more detailed evaluation and the eventual outcomes
may be different but this “Strategic Plan “ is the method
by which that can be achieved.
The cost of all the various potential projects covered by
this plan would be prohibitive to the Club at this time.
Therefore, a three (3) staged approach (p 11) has been
recommended.
The Board should adopt this plan in its draft form until
the more detailed design and cost work is complete. See
“Strategy and Actions” p18.

